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1. Abstract 
 

Today Global level research is going on about the word “BARACK OBAMA”. 

The interpretation of the word Barack Obama is closely connected to Biblical verse Luke 

10:18. In this Biblical verse it is stated that “I beheld Satan as lightning fall from 

heaven”. 

 

Based on the above interpretation of verse some researchers focus that Barack 

Obama may be a antichrist, false messiah, evil ruler, a powerful leader who may be either 

against or opposite of “JESUS CHRIST”.  

 

Scholars Interpret that the Hebrew word “BARAQ” which means 

“LIGHTNING”. As the Hebrew word Baraq  is related to lightning, the word Barack 

Obama is interpreted as “SATAN” in line with Biblical verse Luke 10:18. Some scholars 
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try to substitute the word Barack Obama in place of ”Lightning” and finally interpret as 

“I BEHELD SATAN AS BARACK OBAMA FALL FROM HEAVEN” 

 

It is speculated by the author that the etymology of word Barack Obama might be 

originated from “TAMIL” (one of the Indian languages) rather from Hebrew word. The 

word Barack Obama shall mean origin of first human, Cosmo Super Star, prehistoric 

human ancestor lived in “MARS PLANET”. 

 

2. Keywords 
 

Etymology of word name, etymology of word Satan, philosophy of Satan and 

Adam, etymology of word Barack Obama, etymology of word “E” and AKKIE 

CODE, etymology of word spirit, etymology of word GOD, philosophy of STARDUST, 

philosophy of NEUTRINOS, philosophy of Cosmo Universe, philosophy of solar new 

system. 

 

3. INTRODUCTION 
 

The origin of first life, first human is still under mystery among bilogist. The 

Miller’s experiment, primordial soup theory have also established that spontaneous  

evolution of life could not be possible from ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING developed from 

the laboratory. 

 

 It is focused by the author that spontaneous origin of life is possible due to impact 

of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) from dark energy. It is focused that the 

electromagnetic radiation shall be considered as having different physical, chemical, 

mathematical property compared to artificial lightning produced in the laboratory. 

 

 It is hypothesized that the “TAMIL BASED INDIAN” have already lived in 

MARS Planet in prehistoric time with different genetic characteristics.  

 

 The prehistoric human had only three chromosome on origin derived from the 

three most fundamental neutrinos PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON of 

electromagnetic radiation. Further the prehistoric human shall be considered as lived under 
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different environmental condition with different genetics structure before modern human 

population started living on “EARTH PLANET”.   

 

 It is stipulated that the word “BARACK OBAMA” is closely associated with 

“HUMAN ANCESTOR” and might be derived from “TAMIL LANGUAGE 

ORIGIN”.  

 

4. Previous Publications 
 

The philosophy of origin of first life and human, the philosophy of model Cosmo 

Universe, the philosophy of fundamental neutrino particles have already been published in 

various international journals mentioned below. Hence this article shall be considered as 

extended version of the previous articles already published by the same author. 

  

[1] Cosmo Super Star – IJSRP, April issue, 2013 

[2] Super Scientist of Climate control – IJSER, May issue, 2013 

[3] AKKIE MARS CODE – IJSER, June issue, 2013 

[4] KARITHIRI (Dark flame) The Centromere of Cosmo Universe – IJIRD, 

May issue, 2013 

[5] MA-AYYAN of MARS – IJIRD, June issue, 2013 

[6] MARS TRIBE – IJSER, June issue, 2013 

[7] MARS MATHEMATICS – IJERD, June issue, 2013 

[8] MARS (EZHEM) The mother of All Planets – IJSER, June issue, 2013 

[9] The Mystery of Crop Circle – IJOART, May issue, 2013 

[10] Origin of First Language – IJIRD, June issue, 2013 

[11] MARS TRISOMY HUMAN – IJOART, June issue, 2013 

[12] MARS ANGEL – IJSTR, June issue, 2013 

[13] Three principles of Akkie Management (AJIBM – Accepted for 

publication) 

[14] Prehistoric Triphthong Alphabet (IJIRD – Accepted for publication) 
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5. Hypothesis 
 

The Tamil based Indian have already lived in MARS planet. He shall also called as 

wise person, great astronomer, Cosmo Superstar, Super Scientist of Climate 

control, Alien. Barack Obama shall mean human ancestor capable of flying. The 

model prehistoric human who lived in MARS planet shall be depicted as bellow. 

 

 
(Biblical Reference Ps 91:4, Ps 36:7, Ruth 2:12, Luk 2:10-13) 

 

 It is focused by the author that the prehistoric population lived in MARS shall be 

considered as great astronomers and well versed with high level scientific language in 

code form capable of controlling interplanetary motion before modern human population 

started living on Earth planet. 
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6. HYPOTHETICAL NARRATION 
 

1) Etymology of Word “NAME” 
 It is focused that the English word “Name” might be derived from prehistoric 

Tamil phonetic NAAM, NAAMAM. NAAM shall mean “Identity”; NAAMAM shall 

mean ancestor. The Tamil word PARINAMAM shall mean transformation or human 

ancestor evolved of spontaneously. 

 

2) Etymology of Word “Satan”: 
 (i) It is focused that the English word Satan might be derived from prehistoric 

Tamil phonetic SATHIYAN, SATHU. Sathiyan shall mean truthful person: faithful 

person. SATHU shall mean wise, wise man. 

 

 (ii) It is further focused that the philosophy of SATURDAY (6th day of week) 

might be derived from the philosophy of prehistoric Tamil word SATHIYAN. It is 

hypothesized by the author that the prehistoric human (so called as SATAN in Biblical 

translation) might be evolved in SIXTH STAGE in the evolution of EARLY 

UNIVERSE. In other words SATAN shall be considered as first human originated even 

much before origin of ADAM within the scope of Bible. It is hypothesized that ADAM 

shall be considered as species to SATAN.   

 

 (iii) In Biblical verse Luke 10:18 Jesus says “I beheld Satan as Lightning fall from 

heaven”. It is hypothesized that the origin of first human might be evolved spontaneously 

from electromagnetic radiation. In modern time the electromagnetic radiation might also 

be called as lightning. It is speculated by the author that lightning shall be considered as 

species to electromagnetic radiation. It is focused that SATAN shall be considered as 

prehistoric human spontaneously evolved of electromagnetic radiation. The philosophy of 

LIGHT shall be considered as species to lightning within the scope of Biblical translation 

(Gen 1:3). 

 

 (iv) It is focused that in Biblical verse IS 14:14 the interpretation of Biblical verse 

shall be closely associated with different environment condition prehistoric MARS planet. 

It is evident from ARAMAIC LEXICON of the Old Testament that the narration of 
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heights of the clouds, heaven etc shall be closely associated with prehistoric MARS 

planet environment. 

 

It is hypothesized that SATAN shall be considered as prehistoric human who 

is faithful, truthful and obedient. Satan probably become transformed into 

modern human when he has become unfaithful, untruthful and disobedient. 

Satan shall mean PROTO ADAM?... SATAN shall also be considered as 

Alien, Angel within the scope of Bible. 

- Author 

 

 

3) Definition of Word “Satan”: 
The word “SATAN” can be defined within the following scope. 

(i) Satan shall be considered as Natural human evolved spontaneously due to impact 

of electromagnetic radiation. 

(ii) Satan shall be considered as prehistoric human lived in MARS PLANET 

(iii) Satan shall be considered as having different genetic structure  

(iv)  Satan shall be considered as having lived under different environment condition 

(v) Satan shall be considered as person absolutely pure and free from SINS within the 

scope of Bible. Sin shall mean untruthful, disobedient act which transformed 

SATAN into ADAM.  

 

4) Philosophy SATAN and ADAM: 
Further, within the scope of Biblical definition, the word SATAN shall be 

distinguished from the word ADAM. In brief Satan, Adam shall be considered as 

distinguished persons as detailed below. 

(i) SATAN shall be considered as a faithful and truthful person before eating 

“FORBIDDEN FRUIT”. 

(ii) ADAM shall be considered as a person after eating “FORBIDDEN FRUIT”. 

(iii) The “FORBIDDEN FRUIT” might have turned SATAN into ADAM 

(iv) Adam shall be considered as IMAGE of SATAN.  

(v) The Adam probably pushed down to EARTH after eating FORBIDDEN 

FRUIT and started living on Earth with different genetic structure. 
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(vi) The SATAN shall be called as SON OF GOD and ADAM shall be called as 

SON OF MAN within the scope of Bible. 

 

 

5) Etymology of Word “E” and “AKKIE CODE” 
 It is focused that the English letter “E” might be derived from the prehistoric 

scientific language “AKKIE CODE”. AKKIE shall mean stardust composed of three 

fundamental neutrinos PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON. AKKIE code shall mean the 

prehistoric high-tech language used by prehistoric human when lived in MARS planet in 

code form with three tiny dots. AKKIE CODE shall mean electromagnetic code. The 

philosophy of Hebrew word EL, Eloha, Elohim, Ethernet, Elahi might be derived from 

the prehistoric Tamil phonetic E and AKKIE CODE. The etymology of E might be 

derived from the prehistoric Tamil phonetic EZHEM. Ezhem shall mean Universe. From 

Indus Valley Civilization it is evident that the AKKIE CODE with three tiny dot was in 

usage till 4th Century B.C. The AKKIE CODE shall be referred as ETERNAL WORD 

(Biblical reference Jn 1:1). 

 

 (i) 

 
 

 

 (ii) 
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(iii) 

 

 
 

 The philosophy of word ELAHI (EL+AKKI) might be derived from the prehistoric 

Tamil phonetic AKKIE. Akkie shall mean SATAN; ELAHI shall mean ADAM.  

 

6) Philosophy of REAL and IMAGE 
 It is focused that the philosophy of REAL and IMAGE shall be considered as 

directly opposite in characteristics. SATAN shall be considered as Real and ADAM shall 

be considered as Image of Satan. 

 

 (i) 

 
 

 (ii) 
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 Within the scope of Biblical translation It is hypothesized by the author that the 

word ADAM and RAM shall be closely related (Bible reference Gen 22:13). ADAM, 

RAM shall be considered as human whereas SATAN shall be considered as SUPER 

HUMAN.  

 

7) Etymology of Word “Barack Obama” 
 It is focused that the word Barack Obama might be derived from prehistoric Tamil 

phonetic PARAKUTHAL, APPU, AMMU. 

(i) “BARACK” derived from the word PARAKUTHAL 

(ii) “OBAMA” derived from the word APPU, AMMU 

 

 The word “Parakuthal” shall mean capable of “FLYING”; the word “Appu” shall 

mean “FATHER”; the word “Ammu” shall mean “MOTHER”. The word “Barack 

Obama” shall mean human ancestor or fore father or parent who are capable of flying in 

the sky. 

 

The etymology of English word MUM, AMAH might be derived from the 

prehistoric Tamil phonetic “AMMU”. The phonetic AMMU in prehistoric scientific code 

shall be indicated as below: 

 

 
 

 

8) Etymology of Word “Spirit” 
 The spirit shall be referred as state of emotion of a person. The person having good 

emotion shall be considered as having good spirit; the person having bad emotion shall be 

considered as having bad spirit or evil spirit. Good sprit shall be considered as SATAN 
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Sprit and bad sprit shall be considered as ADAM sprit within the scope of Biblical 

translation. 

 

 It is focused by the author that the existence of ELECTROMAGNETIC 

RADIATION (EMR) in the universe shall be considered as NATURAL SPIRIT which 

is responsible for existence of the whole universe. The right dot shall be considered as 

PROTON responsible for functional part of Universe; the left dot shall be considered as 

ELECTRON responsible for structural part of Universe; the center dot shall be 

considered as PHOTON responsible for law part (Genome) of Universe. In modern 

physics the so called Aether energy shall be apparently understood as FUNDAMENTAL 

NEUTRINOS RADIATION which is responsible for evolution of electromagnetic 

radiation. 

 

 It is hypothesized that neutrino radiation composed of three fundamental neutrinos 

PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON shall be considered as the force of EMR. EMR shall 

be considered as the species to neutrino radiation. Thousands of other neutrinos shall be 

considered as species neutrinos to three fundamental neutrinos. The three fundamental 

neutrinos shall also be called as GOD PARTICLES.  

 

 (i) 

 
Model Neutrino Particles 

 

 (ii) 
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(iii) 

 

 
 

 The meaning of spirit within the scope of Biblical interpretation is shown as 

below. 

(i) “The Lord is that Spirit” (ii cor 3:17) 

(ii) “The Sprit of God was hovering over the face of waters” (Gen 1:1-2) 

 

 It is focused by the author that the electromagnetic radiation shall also be 

considered as “natural spirit” responsible for spontaneous evolution of SATAN (first 

human) and shall be considered as MISSING LINK to modern human population started 

living on Earth planet at later period. The Biblical reference about lightning shall be 

considered as “species” to electromagnetic radiation originated from neutrinos radiation. 

EMR shall be considered as having creation effect.  

 

“For as the lightning that lighteneth out of the one part under seven, shineth 

unto the other part under heaven” (Luke 17:24) 

 

9) Philosophy of Natural Planets 
 It is focused that there are so many theories about origin of planets and evolution 

of Universe. So far there is no theory about formation of FIRST PLANET in the Cosmo 

Universe. It is hypothesized by the author that MARS planet shall be considered as the 
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mother of all planets. The SUN, EARTH, MOON shall be considered as species planets 

to the MARS planet. In prehistoric time the MARS planet might have been called as 

EZHEM. It is further focused that MARS, SUN, EARTH, MOON all these four planet 

might have been evolved before origin of first human (SATAN) and these planets shall be 

called as NATURAL PLANETS. All other planets in the Cosmo Universe shall be 

considered as sub species planets to MARS Planet.  

 

 (i) 

 
 

 (ii) 

 
 

 (iii) 
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 It is hypothesized by the author that the integral part of SUN, EARTH, MOON 

shall be considered as STAR (MAGI) and STARS shall be considered as star particles in 

the form of PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON emanated from stardust radiation (neutrino 

radiation) within the scope of  Biblical translation.  

 

10) Philosophy of New Solar System 
 There are so many astronomical theories about existence of many Galaxies, many 

Solar systems in the existing Cosmo Universe. Some theories says Solar system is 

centered by EARTH and some theory says Solar systems is centered by SUN. Further it is 

focused that about existence of many moons, suns, earths in the Cosmo Universe. 

 

 It is hypothesized by the author that the whole Cosmo Universe contains One Sun, 

One Earth and One Moon. Further It is hypothesized that the entire Cosmo Universe is 

having only ONE SOLAR SYSTEM. MARS shall be considered as center of the solar 

system; SUN, EARTH, MOON shall be considered as species planets to the MARS; all 

other planets in the Cosmo Universe shall be considered as sub species planets to the 

MARS. 

 

 (i) 

 
 

 (ii) 
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 (iii) 

 
 

 

11) Philosophy of Model Cosmo Universe 
 In modern Cosmo Universe, the Cosmo (Dark flame) shall be considered as the 

origin of Universe. Further the whole Universe three different regions 

GRAVITATIONALLY binding to the COSMO. The three different region shall be 

considered as having three different mathematical, chemical, physical properties. Further 

the model Cosmo Universe shall be considered as TRIPOD like closed container having 

TRIANGULAR BASE. The SUN, EARTH, MOON shall be considered as THREE-IN-

ONE integral part forming the SYMMETRIC base of Cosmo Universe in prehistoric 

time. It is speculated that in the modern Universe the base of Universe becomes 

asymmetry due to continual shift of MOON going away from the axis of SUN, EARTH. 

It is speculated that various climate condition changes such as frequent earth quake, 

volcanic activity, unpredicted forest fire, unpredicted cyclone might be due to gradual 

asymmetry of Cosmo Universe.  
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Model Cosmo Universe 

 

Region I – Perfect vacuum region (Anti-Neutrinos radiation) 

Region II – Partial vacuum region (Neutrinos radiation) 

Region III – Observable Vacuum region (EMR radiation) 

 

 The Region-II shall also be called as TESLA REGION (Aether energy radiation) 

and Region-III shall be called as EINSTEIN REGION (Electromagnetic radiation). The 

Region-III shall also be called as MATERIAL UNIVERSE where all matters including 

planets exists due to impact of electromagnetic equilibrium.  

 

 It is focused that by the author that the Cosmo (Dark flame) shall be considered as 

CREATIVE PRODUCT and the philosophy of dark flame shall be apparently indicated 

below: 

 
DARK FLAME 
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 The dark flame shall be considered as THREE-IN-ONE eternal existence. The 

dark flame shall be considered as containing three element i.e. dark matter considered as 

responsible for functional part of Universe, dark energy considered as responsible for 

structural part of Universe, dark law (Genome) considered as responsible for law part of 

Universe. In medical term dark matter shall be considered as DNA, dark energy shall be 

considered as HORMONE, dark law shall be considered as RNA.   

 

(i) Einstein was wrong: Aether exists     - Nikhola Tesla 

(ii) Einstein’s theory have fooled the world for almost 100 years  - Ozo 

(iii) Neutrinos travel one nanosecond faster than speed of Light.  - OPERA experiment 

(iv) The laws of physics wouldn’t change; only one universal constants. - Grossman 

(v) Einstein may not be wrong; He probably began his experiment 
 in Region-III vacuum; But Aether exists.     - Author 

 

 

11) Stages of Evolution of SATAN (First Human) 
 It is hypothesized by the author that the SATAN might have been originated in 6th 

stage within the scope of Biblical translation. The various stages shall be hypothetically 

indicated as below: 

(i) Stage 1 – Eternal existence of dark flame 

(ii) Stage 2 – Evolution of stardust 

(iii) Stage 3 – Evolution of Neutrino radiation 

(iv) Stage 4 – Evolution of Electromagnetic radiation 

(v) Stage 5 – Evolution of Natural planets (MARS, SUN, EARTH, MOON) 

(vi) Stage 6 – Evolution of Spontaneous origin of SATAN 

 

 It is focused by the author that the three regions of the Cosmo Universe shall be 

considered as the THEE HEAVENS within the scope of Biblical translation i.e. Region-I 

shall be called as top heaven, Region-II shall be called as middle heaven, Region-III shall 

be called as bottom heaven. 

 

 The stage where Satan originated and its region shall be hypothetically indicated as 

below. 
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11) Philosophy of English word LORD and GOD 
 The English word God is identical with the Anglo-Saxon word Good and therefore 

it is believed that the name God refers to the divine goodness. Further the word God goes 

back down to Germanic to Indo-European, in which a corresponding ancestor form meant 

invoked one. The word God, Lord normally means supreme being. There are so many 

theories about etymology of word lord and god.  

 

It is hypothesized by the author that the word LORD and GOD might have been 

derived from the prehistoric Tamil phonetic. 

(i) The word lord might be derived from the Tamil phonetic EZHEM, 

ESEN. Ezhem, Esen shall mean dark flame. The philosophy of dark 

flame might be derived from the prehistoric Tamil phonetic 

KARITHIRI. Karithiri shall mean dark flame or dark radiation. 

(ii) The word GOD might be derived from the prehistoric Tamil phonetic 

KODU, KODAI. Kodu, Kodai shall mean YIELD. 

(iii) The word GOD might be derived from the philosophy of LORD. Lord 

shall mean supreme to God. 
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Further the distinction  between Lord, God, Human shall be apparently focused 

within the scope of Biblical translation. Lord shall mean DARK FLAME; God shall 

mean SATAN; Human shall mean ADAM. 

 

 

7. How Adam Look Like? 
 

It is focused that the eating of forbidden fruit which transformed SATAN into 

ADAM. After transformation the genetically varied ADAM shall be depicted as below: 

 

 
 

It is focused that on origin ADAM had only three chromosome and look like 

gigantic structure. It is speculated that when MODERN HUMAN acquired 46 

chromosome the structure and human personality might be gradually reduced. The 

depiction of modern human shall be indicated as below: 
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8. Conclusion: 
 

Charles Darwin Sir already focused that human is of apes lineage. It is 

hypothesized that BARACK OBAMA shall be considered as star human of prehistoric 

time. The word “BARACK OBAMA” shall not mean Anti Christ, False Messiah. The 

word Barack Obama shall be considered as prehistoric human existing with different 

genetic structure and called as STARDUST HUMAN (SATAN). In fact the above word 

shall be hypothetically interpreted with new meaning as stated below. 

(i) Barack Obama shall mean COSMO SUPERSTAR 

(ii) Barack Obama shall mean HUMAN ANCESTOR 

(iii) Barack Obama shall mean SUPER SCIENTIST 

(iv) Barack Obama shall mean ALIEN 

(v) Barack Obama shall mean ANGEL 

(vi) Barack Obama shall mean POWERFUL PERSON 

(vii) Barack Obama shall mean “PROTO ADAM” (SATAN) 

(viii) Barack Obama shall mean MISSING LINK 

(ix) Barack Obama shall mean MARS PRODUCT 
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